ART KITS
CALL FOR ARTISTS

The ideal project should be easily completed in 1-2 hours in the privacy of student’s home/room, with simple instructions and easily transportable materials.

Participating Artists:
- Selects the type or preferred medium (fabric, jewelry, paint, watercolor, etc.).
- Provides a brief description of the art project (quality images of the final project will be requested once approved).
- Creates a printable step-by-step instruction tutorial (would consider digital downloads or videos for options two or three only - see below).
- Generates a list of materials.
- Submits a short bio (and picture) of the artist so the students get to know you.
- Selects the payment option to produce the kit (see below).

Artist’s Options For Payment(3):

1) Grant Funded Project Participation (Senior or health facilities ONLY)
GRA is interested in partnering with area senior care facilities and/or healthcare sites to offer free kits to those populations that are most severely affected by COVID/social distancing.
- The artist proposes a project; along with their fee for the project.
- GRA would pay the artist(s) to produce the kit and will purchase the specified materials and coordinate the deliver of the kits within Morrison County.

2) GRA Consignee/ Retail Artist (Open to all age groups)
The art kit is created to sell in GRA’s retail space. The artist provides instructions, images and purchases all materials
- The artist receives the standard commission rates of 60/40 - nonmember or 70/30 member split.
- GRA markets, sells and arranges for pickup of the kits locally.

3) GRA Art Teacher (Open to all age groups)
Your art kit(s) are available on GRA’s website and/or in our retail for purchase. The artist agrees to create a kit by providing instructions, images and a materials list as a "GRA teacher." The kit is sold online and/or in GRA’s retail space.
- The artist is paid a teaching rate of $20/hour - seven hours maximum.
- GRA markets the kit and retains the proceeds for all products sold.

WHERE COMMUNITY MEETS CREATIVITY

INFO@GREATART.ORG
320-632-0960